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1 "The Mattress That Will Never Grow Old"

Here is a mattress that will never lose its elasticity and will always jook asnew and fresh as the day you bought it. It is the only mattress in which each
biscuit is entirely supported by its own individual springs a feature which keeps

mattress Perpetually in a state of newness and freshness. It is made withthe famous Edlow spring construction, an ingenious invention that contains a to-
tal of 640 cantilever type springs and yet weighs less than five pounds! The
mattress absolutely will not stretch or sag. Pressure on any part of the mattress
has no effect on any other part which means that when two persons of unequalweight are sleeping on the mattress, the greater weight
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lying For four days only while the
factory demonstration is on we have
decided to offer this mattress at the
lowest price it has ever been sold for:...

Mattress that
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The above picture illustrates the nationally famous spring construction that willgive a lifetime of genuine sleeping comfort. AH 40 spring units Weight less than I

rive pounds. ;
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$20 Grade Can Not Stretch
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Here is a mattress of such' outstanding quality, dsirability thltve are more than pleased to introduce it to our friends and custoTrs Hereat last is a mattress that absolutel
stays and buttons prevent it. Rilr A ..!- - V- - Ve Pantea w"e
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and flor".n:. better grade sateen
fcs " i mciiiitoa ismade tor comfort and at this price the

value is so outstanding that now is the
opportune time to dispose of your old
hard mattress ....... L
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processed cotton linter mattress with art ticking and sat- -
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